
Senate meeting minutes March 2 2020 

402 pm 

Derek- reorder the agenda, to accommodate EBJ. 

EBJ-GET INFORMATION FROM ERIKA 

Jan motion to approve minutes 

Keith 2nd 

Motion carries 

President report 

1. DA. We have two seats left. 

Enrolment- it’s not looking good... another decline of on-campus freshmen. Same as this year’s 

decline. Another 80 students. Put us down 160 students in freshman on-campus students, these 

declines stick with us for a number of years. We should be up a little bit in grad enrolment, and a 

little bit in international, not big numbers and also online transfer students are up. I think we have 

more online students enrolling than on-campus.  

For FY21, we should be OK with this second dip in enrolment. FY22 KS wasn’t positive about. If we 

have a third year of dips, we could be in a painful situation. There are two institutions where 

retrenchment is being seriously discussed, and a couple more on the tip. 

Officer’s reports 

Treasurer: $5542.23 

Put $100 into prepaid account for the phone expenses. $10 balance in savings required to have. 

Negotiator- NA 

Grievance- NA 

New business. 

 

Curriculum report.  

Has been approved by all committees. 

KM- BIO 1 proposal. Feedback about this, and I didn’t see the feedback in the proposal. I know 

chemistry was in approval, I don’t know about physics. 

MH- I don’t know why they weren’t included on this, it would be just an oversight. I can speak to the 

comments, but now that I might not get it exactly right. We were looking at hanging some of the 

core requirements for ES Bio, a full year of chem and a full year of physics we are looking at being a 

little more creative with this, and only a semester of each. So a student might not need to take a full 

year of for instance physics. I know the physic dept. wasn’t in favour of that for the major, but 

overall others approved it. We see this as the major, to streamline it, very few students take a 

straight basic bio major. We don’t see there being a loss of FTEs to the physics dept. with this 

change. 



RS- we didn’t like it, but it’s Bio’s call, so we are Ok with it. From the curriculum committee side of it, 

is there a way to change the form so there’s a little bit more clarity of notification. We’d like it to say 

which dept. did you notify and when and did they get back to you? Hs there been discussion within 

the dept. Is the dept. chair just pushing things through? I don’t know who we would talk to about 

changing those forms? 

DW- your committee can bring that to senate. And then we can talk about moving where the dean 

signs off  

DL- if we look at item 29, scroll to page 14, there’s a bio ethics course being proposed. This builds on 

something Andy Arsham built a few years back, and then when it was proposed as anon-

experimental course, and said my dept. doesn’t feel great about this, and he showed me a reading 

list and it was entirely a philosophy reading list and we didn’t want to engage in a turf war, it’s not 

how we operate. When I first saw this, and now there’s a 6000 level class, and spoke with Andy 

again last week, and raised similar concerns, the reading list is still philosophy and I teach this in an 

ethics course. I don’t want to be in the habit that we are possessive of our turf, but this is almost 

entirely philosophy, and we are building a bio-ethics course and it’s something I do. My dept. 

doesn’t feel that we can support this. I asked them to pull back the request until April, and I haven’t 

heard back yet. My concerns is that how do I have concerns of a scientist trained in biology teaching 

Philosophy? With respect to Andy, the material on his reading list I wouldn’t teach at a graduate 

level.  

CK- you obviously don’t see this until it’s put out by catalogue, so I don’t see any other courses of 

actions than you voicing your concerns here.  

DL- I’ve spoken to Andy about this, and team teaching and all I asked is that the request be pulled 

back until we’ve had a chance to talk about it. I am sure it was just an oversight that I haven’t heard 

back. We don’t want it to be a turf war, it’s just the concerns we have already 

MM- we are going to be down in enrolment, and we need to think of creative ways where we can 

offer a skillset, to our students and we need to be extra careful of duplicating areas other teachers 

are teaching. Look at retrenchment and the areas that got cut. If this is something that philosophy 

can do, and biology just takes it, then that’s going to be potentially taking jobs. A “turf war” is not 

going to be a winning strategy for any of us over the coming years.. I echo your concerns and for the 

same reasons don’t support this. 

MH- certainly I apologise for the oversight in so far as contact, and part of the issue this has been in 

Andy’s class for several years, and sometimes the history gets lost in the shuffle and this was put 

forward without any intent of squashing. As to MM’s comment, this degree class is entirely online 

bio program, and hoping to create an audience here that we haven’t had before, I want to make 

sure that we understand that this is our way of addressing enrolment issues that we see coming 

down the pipeline and we see this Master’s program as one avenue of trying to expand students, 

and understand that we definitely like to see the opportunity to team teach and have Phil team 

teach and have input, absolutely 

DL- I ‘m prepared to have that conversation and I’m having that with nursing right now.  

MH- it was very unintentional and we very much appreciate your position as the ethicist  

KM- I move to split the 1.12 of Bio (29) proposal and to consider separately 

MM- 2nd 



JH- will it affect the other proposals? 

KM- I think it’s only the master’s degree it affects. 

Mim- knowing how much work to go through curriculum process, knowing how you have been 

talking about curriculum and the curriculum itself, even if it’s different ways of teaching it, it 

wouldn’t have to be stopped to be able to progress further. My concern is that online master’s 

program, and to have to wait one more year to even come around again, that’s my concern. I don’t 

know the ins and outs of this, I don’t know if it’s feasible to fix this after we have voted, an my 

perception is that you would collaborate, but just knowing how long it takes to get curriculum 

through, and waiting another whole year could be a loss, could lose students. You can’t promote it 

until it goes through everything. But to me, if you could build and collaborate with having it 

approved, that would be really cool. 

DW- one clarifying question- could this course be offered next year if it was an experimental course? 

HH- everything has to be done by March 17th and we won’t have a senate meeting until April. 

Mim- my proposals were sent in in September and you’re just seeing them now 

JH- can we approve provisionally that they collaborate? 

DW- I don’t see how you word that 

CK- it also comes down to what prefix this course has? Will it be a bio of Phil prefix, and that changes 

how the monies flow etc., and who gets the credit and the FTEs etc. It’s a Pandora’s Box. If we take it 

out, we are running into a problem of the instate split of the classes. If Phil taught it would have to 

be a 6000 class. 

JH- if the motion is not split, DL and MH, I really sympathise with both depts., if it’s not split, what 

would happen if we passed this today, and then you promised to work something out mobbing 

forward and would have a curriculum division underway, and whether that happens in time to be 

executed next fall, otherwise this whole thing stops and nobody gets to move forward .and DL this 

isn’t in any way trying to undermine Phil position. But nobody will get anything done if we stop it 

now. Is that acceptable? 

MH- obviously acceptable to us, it’s really up to DL. I know Andy is excited at the prospect of team 

taught class. We are very open to working with Phil on this. 

DL- I appreciate this and know that my colleagues in bio are working on this. My colleagues in my 

dept. are not supportive of someone else teaching our subject. There are lot of questions to be 

asked about how this works in team teaching. There is a lot of ground to cover and we didn’t have 

the opportunity to discuss that. 

JH- just trying to think of ways to move forward with trust and how we can move forward where 

everyone will win. Pulling this out now is armful and we need be thinking of enrolment. 

DL- take it out and let me vote as my dept. has directed me 

DF- let VV be recognised to speak 

VV- I know they changed the process that you and now add it in spring 21, and that deadline is July, 

so that would give a couple of months for consideration. 

DW- very helpful, thank you 



PC- I’m in favour, because I believe the 6000 level because the expert level in that field sets a 

precedent 

CK- you can’t just pull the subject, you have to pull the whole course. 

HH- you can split the report, and take out this proposal, but you can’t take the course out of the 

proposal. 

CK- we are pulling the #29 proposal out of the curriculum 

HH- I call the questions 

HH- I make a motion to clarify to remove the curriculum proposal 29 from the entire curriculum 

report 

KM- I 2nd  

Motion carried. Curriculum report has been split. 

DW I want to vote on everything except 29, and then we will discuss 29. 

DW- the curriculum has been passed 

MM- I move to table 29 

JH- I 2nd 

CK- then someone has to take it off the table 

Mm- I rescind my motion 

HH- I move to send it back to dept. 

PK- 2nd 

HL- we weren’t trying to be malicious to Phil, but if we don’t get it approved, we won’t be able to do 

anything with the master’s until the spring either. I respect where you are coming from on this, but 

we are totally able to work with you 

TD- if you send it back to bio dept., there’s no chance for it to be approved in time for it to be 

offered in the fall.  

Motion carries- back to dept. 

Pete McDonnell: ACC- survey 

HH- I move that ACC survey be administered 

JH- 2nd 

JH- if this survey was given now, would there be a follow-up after the new HS is up? 

PMcD- that’s a great question, and it’s something we have just started thinking about, and I would 

think the committee would want to do a follow up survey. 

RH- question re IT adequately staffed, what about a question about wait times to have your IT needs 

met? 

PMcD- that’s a good question and I will change that- that’s a good idea 



HH- suggest you talk to CPD with their survey and if there’s any relationship between what they did 

and what you’re asking. 

RH- the first question that I asked might be best at the end of the survey, so that you can get to it at 

the end after you’ve been thinking about the whole issue. 

PD- I wonder if you might give feedback to be more specific about the programs that are on the lab 

computers and wat we want to see there, there was some discussion about removing SPSS some 

years ago. I know KS wants to take SPSS away, and I would like to see that question there 

RH- what is the process for these things to be decided, is it all in KS’ hands or is it shared 

governance? 

PMcD- I’m not aware of a decision- making body to decide to have a campus-wide contract for 

purchasing software etc. It doesn’t come down to ordering software, it comes down to who is 

prioritising the budget for software and how decides how to spend the money. 

DW- this is important and would you be prepared to work with Pete online re this? 

RH- yes 

DW- there is an understanding here that there will be some tweaks 

JH- I call the question 

Motion carries 

DW- death notifications. This is informational, I tried to clarify, this was not brought as a proposed 

formal policy, and this is just some working guidelines for when messaging is posted in the university 

community when there is a death. If you have feedback, please email Andy directly 

CK- we have two faculty staff list serves and one is the official one, and one is the social one. This 

only applies to the official one. 

DW- DA resolutions. 

MM- move to go into exec 

JH- 2nd 

Motion carries 

JH- motion to go out of exec session 

RH- 2nd 

Carries 

JH- motion to adjourn 

MH- 2nd 

Adjourn 527 


